A novel approach to the hierarchical co-clustering in text mining with zone contents and metadata
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Abstract: Nowadays, in many text mining applications, eloquent quantity of information from document is present in the form of text. This text information contains distinct types of data such as metadata and zones where metadata can also be called as side information which includes title, name of author, document provenance information, links in the document, user access behavior from web logs and the content of zone can be abstract, body, conclusion etc. It becomes difficult to cluster both the types of information as this text information contains noise which can either improve the aspect of illustration of mining process or can count up noise to the process. As a result of this, there is a need of upright way to carry through mining process so as to increase the superiority of the text information. Co-clustering discovers clusters of similar objects with regard to the value as well as clusters of similar features with regard to the object associated by them. Conforming to that, this paper represents review on most clustering and co-clustering techniques containing different kinds of data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data mining is hugely used in normal life, something can be found from it. Many researchers have used manifold techniques such as classification, outlier detection, clustering, regression analysis etc. The clustering is used some special application. Clustering is mechanisms of combining set of physical or abstract objects into classes of similar objects. There are different orders or groups which is called cluster, subsist of objects that are correlated within themselves and unrelated to objects of other order or groups. Clusters of data objects can be taken together as one bunch and so may be examined as structure of data compression. Depicting data by fewer clusters cardinal exhausts certain refined analysis; however acquires interpretation. It exhibits frequent data objects by few clusters, and therefore it figure out data by its cluster. Data modeling brings clustering in a real broad view in mathematics and numerical analysis. Due to enormous amounts of data assembled in databases, cluster analysis has afresh inclined eminently functioning topic in data mining research. Clustering is a demanding field of research in which its plausible utilization poses their peculiar specification. Data mining comprises of many large databases so as to enforce on clustering study appended firm estimating fulfillment. Clustering is also called as data segmentation in some applications because clustering divides large data sets into bunch by considering presence of their resemblance. This cluster analysis has been recognized basis task in data mining. The terminology in the research composes clustering follow the distinct rational mark on the object. Large number of techniques has recently become known that suitable to requisite and were strongly adapted to substantial problems in data mining for clustering and co-clustering. Clustering deals either with row or column. Han and Kamber have given the classic introduction to contemporary data mining clustering techniques [10]. Hierarchical clustering construct data in hierarchy structure in which the input sets of objects points is recursively disjoined into petite subgroups until these subgroups assumed to be single objects points. The essence of a clear hierarchical clustering deteriorates from its impotence to enforce the arrangement once converge and divide has been implemented. Clustering and co-clustering can be done on different kinds of data. The technique that simultaneously clusters row and column is called as co-clustering. Clustering can also be done on text data, called as text clustering. Text clustering has remodeled progressively significant technique as it is applicable to various areas such as in fast information retrieval, uprooting of automatic document, sentiment analysis, formulation of granular taxonomies. The suggestive clustering algorithms are applied on statistics and probability such as Word Term Frequency [1], Word Meaning Frequency [2], and Frequent Item set [3]. However, in text mining, text clustering is an issue for increasing eloquent quantity of information unregulated data which is present in various fields for instance any network. Data is not present in flawless contents pattern. This text information contained by document possesses different kinds of data such as metadata and zones. Metadata is also called as side information which involves links in the document, user access behavior from web logs, document provenance information, title, name of authors, date of publication etc whereas the contents of zone can be abstract, body, conclusion, subjective free text. Further, it can be difficult to merge this kind of information in the
clustering process as this information contains noisy which can either cultivate the aspect of representation of mining process or can even count up noise to the process. Co-clustering is a solution to merge two or more than two types of data. It interpolates to simultaneously clustering of more than one data type. Hierarchical co-clustering refers to concurrently clustering of more than two data points or objects points. In plain words, it attempts to acquire the objective of both hierarchical clustering and co-clustering. I. S. Dhillon proposed two algorithms which are information theoretic co-clustering algorithm and bipartite graph partitioning co-clustering algorithm. These are used to exploit the co-clustering of documents and words [7]. This results in developing the upright solution which can increase the excellence of this text information. These concerns induced to the emergence of vigorous widely pertinent data mining clustering and co-clustering approaches studied below.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work. In section 3, the details of preprocessing, clustering and co-clustering of text data is described. Section 4 draws conclusion from this work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

There is a strong association between clustering techniques and several other approaches. Clustering is one of the most typical topics in the field of information retrieval and machine learning. It helps in feature compression and extraction to reduce dimensionality of feature vector by coupling related features into clusters. It has always been applied in statistics. Similarly, text clustering is also an important task for mining text data. The scheme of text clustering is to group the related text documents composed of well organized text data [3]. There are many proposed approaches for clustering and co-clustering. Frequently used words have been found by applying association rule mining. These words then matched with the documents so that clustering has been executed using flat clustering and hierarchical frequent term based clustering. The dimension of vector space model has been reduced in natural way. These methods can also be applicable to transaction data due to the similarity of text data [1]. Context sensitive language, high dimension of the documents do not satisfy the characteristics of text document clustering. Clustering is exploited on topics of documents which are coming frequently term sequences and frequently term meaning sequences. Closeness between words and word meaning contained by documents can be measured using such clustering. Generally, user needs to specify the desired number of clusters as input parameter [2].

Number of clusters is an optional input parameter in the proposed algorithm. Along with these, high clustering accuracy, mere in examining the meaningful cluster description is the advantage of frequent item set based on hierarchical clustering. In this paper also, frequent item sets is calculated from association rule mining [3].

Clustering is applied either on both the types of information, that is, text information and side information or on pure text information by using COATES algorithm and classification methods across many baseline techniques on real and scientific datasets. Further, the results obtained from proposed methods are to reinforce peculiarity of text clustering and classification by using the side information [4]. Cognitive situation has been taken out of the English paragraphs by facilitating semantic analysis. Illustration of features is extracted from elegantly chosen cognitive situation dimension. Formation of cognitive situation matrices yields to build clustering tree. The advantage is number of different cognitive situation can be handled [5].

Simultaneous clustering of documents and words is a problem which can be represented as bipartite graph partitioning, isoperimetric graph partitioning, optimization problem etc. By representing these problems, simultaneous clustering or co-clustering can be performed. Co-clustering of documents and words has been proposed by using bipartite spectral graph partitioning problem which was further resolved as a new spectral co-clustering algorithm that uses singular vector decomposition as the NP-complete objective. The quality of this document and words simultaneous clustering increases by implementing confusion matrix. In addition to this, purity and entropy is also determined by confusion matrix. Text data can be impersonated as contingency table or co-occurrence table [7]. Co-clustering in contingency table has been solved. The two dimensional table is appeared as empirical joint probability distribution and poses as optimization problem. The proposed algorithm gradually increases the processed bilateral information by tangling of rows and columns clustering at all levels. The disadvantage of this method is number of row and column clusters has to be pre-specified [8]. The next goal of this paper can be hard co-clustering in which an algorithm is to be designed for abstract multivariate clustering setting. To solve the problem of bipartite graph, Isoperimetric co-clustering technique can be applied. This algorithm has been implemented using a sparse system of linear equations. This method decreases perimeter and area of the bipartite graph partition under a pertinent definition [9].

Very few algorithms can co-cluster music type of data. Hierarchical co-clustering can also be applied on music data. Co-clustering is applied on artists and tags together, artists and styles together or artists and moods labels together by implementing agglomerative and divisive strategy of hierarchical co-clustering method. This processed is to be performed so as to understand the affiliation among artists/song [11]. Supervised and unsupervised constraints are generally used to achieve many clustering goals which can further be used in deriving document and word constraint. To additional upgrading of clustering fulfillment, there has also been aspiration on bringing co-clustering and constrained clustering together which has deficiency. The existing algorithm uses semi-supervised learning that depends upon human illustrated labels to construct constraints. This
method is difficult to implement, time consuming and costly. To solve this problem, there is a proposed approach called constrained information theoretic co-clustering algorithm. This algorithm performs better than existing one since it takes the benefit of the co-occurrences of documents and words and adds some constraints to monitor the clustering process. The more work can be done on this system by determining better text features using natural language processing or readily available tools [12].

III. PROPOSED WORK

The thrust of the approach is to induce clustering and co-clustering in which the zone content and metadata provide related hints about the behavior of the underlying clusters and co-clusters and concurrently neglecting those aspects in which clashing intimation are provided. Conventionally, hierarchical co-clustering consists of two major steps:

1. Clustering: the content of zone is clustered into number of clusters, so that similar objects categorize into same clusters.

2. Co-clustering: the content of metadata will be co-clustered so that similar objects categorize into same clusters which are not defined above. Co-clustering will be done inside the clustering so as to make the simultaneously clustering process in better manner.

Clustering of text data is one of the text mining tasks. Text mining deals with unstructured data. Text information fails to get the imposed structure of traditional database, though it explicitly has very wide range of information. Thus, it is important to represent thus unstructured data into structured form, so that appropriate patterns and features can be retrieved from this text information. Any text dataset can have noise, missing data or inconsistency. Thus, applying the preprocessing is again a crucial step in text mining. This preprocessing removes punctuations and stop words, stemming and white spaces are required to obtain the well structured data. However, preprocessed data needs to reduce the dimension as it is of large size and also administering further process requires more effort as many algorithm requires numerical representation of objects since such representation facilitate processing and statistical analysis. Feature vector is multi-dimensional vector of numerical features that imitates some objects. Generation of feature vector is to reduce the dimensions of the preprocessed data. Therefore, it is essential to reduce the dimension by using Gini Index. The Gini index measures the inequality among values of a frequency distribution. Mathematically, Gini index is defined as:

\[ G = \frac{A}{A+B} \quad \ldots \text{Eq (1)} \]

where A is single attribute and B is all the attributes.

In this feature selection process, Gini index will be computed for each attribute with respect to class labels. If the Gini index is \( \sigma \) standard deviation (or more) below the average gini index of all attributes, then these attributes are excluded globally and will never be used in further clustering process. These data are grouped together based on some similarity measure into different clusters. Similarity between all pairs of clusters and co-clusters is computed to form a similarity matrix. These feature zone text data and feature metadata can be clustered and co-clustered into hierarchical structure suitable for browsing which suffers efficiency problems by using k-means and k-medoids algorithm. Retrieving information from such groups turns out extensively manageable task.

IV. CONCLUSION

Co-clustering problems on text data mainly focus on simultaneous clustering which can improve the simple clustering process efficiently. This paper presented a brief review on clustering and co-clustering techniques. The central theme in many of these is providing dimensionality reduction to improve text data co-clustering process. Co-clustering and clustering helps in reducing the number of features which again subsequently help in reducing the number of dimensions.

A very important goal is to achieve high quality co-clustering process. Many forms of text databases contain a large amount of information including zone and metadata which may be used in order to improve the co-clustering technique. Co-clustering on text data usually requires – first, parsing that converts unstructured to structure by exploiting text preprocessing operations. Second, feature extraction from structured text data by computing Gini index. Third, similarity measure has to be calculated on the feature text data by mining knowledge. Fourth, efficient technique for clustering and co-clustering is to be applied to form the clusters and co-clusters with similar text document.

The review presented in this work is being used for further endeavoring distinctive process so as to maximize the co-clustering mechanisms.
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